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Abstract

The Newcomb-Benford Law (NBL) prescribes the probability distribution of the first digit of variables which explore a broad

range under conditions including aggregation. Long-term space weather relevant observations and indices necessarily incorporate

changes in the contributing number and types of observing instrumentation over time and we find that this can be detected solely

by comparison with the NBL. It detects when upstream solar wind magnetic field OMNI HRO Interplanetary Magnetic Field

incorporated new data from WIND and ACE after 1995. NBL comparison can detect underlying changes in geomagnetic indices

AE (activity dependent background subtraction) and SME (different station types) that select individual stations showing the

largest deflection, but not where station data are averaged, as in the SMR index. As composite indices becomes more widespread

across the geosciences, the NBL may provide a generic data flag to indicate changes in the constituent raw data, calibration or

sampling method.
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Key Points:9

• Space weather relevant parameters and indices follow the Newcomb-Benford Law10

(NBL) first digit distribution to high precision11

• Changes in precision to which the NBL is followed detect instrumentation changes in12

long-term solar wind parameters and geomagnetic indices13

• NBL detects changes in indices that select extremes from constituent stations but not14

in indices that are multi-station averages15
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Abstract16

The Newcomb-Benford Law (NBL) prescribes the probability distribution of the first digit17

of variables which explore a broad range under conditions including aggregation. Long-term18

space weather relevant observations and indices necessarily incorporate changes in the con-19

tributing number and types of observing instrumentation over time and we find that this can20

be detected solely by comparison with the NBL. It detects when upstream solar wind mag-21

netic field OMNI HRO Interplanetary Magnetic Field incorporated new data from WIND22

and ACE after 1995. NBL comparison can detect underlying changes in geomagnetic indices23

AE (activity dependent background subtraction) and SME (different station types) that select24

individual stations showing the largest deflection, but not where station data are averaged, as25

in the SMR index. As composite indices becomes more widespread across the geosciences,26

the NBL may provide a generic data flag to indicate changes in the constituent raw data, cali-27

bration or sampling method.28

Plain Language Summary29

Space weather can have significant impact over a wide range of technological systems30

including power grids, aviation, satellites and communications. In common with studies31

across the geophysical sciences, space weather modelling and prediction requires long term32

space and ground-based parameters and indices that necessarily aggregate multiple obser-33

vations which can change with time. Under certain conditions the Newcomb-Benford law34

(NBL) specifies the relative occurrence rates of the leading digit in a sequence of numbers35

arising from aggregation, that is, the number is a result of multiple operations. The NBL36

specifies that the leading digit, that is, the first non-zero digit in a number, is more likely to37

be 1 than 2, 2 than 3, and so on, down to 9 which is least likely to occur. In this first appli-38

cation to space weather relevant parameters, we show that how closely the NBL is followed39

can detect when the instrumentation providing the observations underlying these parame-40

ters and indices, or the threshold for background subtraction, has changed. In this era of ‘big41

data’, composite indices are becoming more widespread across the geosciences. The NBL42

may provide a generic data flag to indicate changes in the constituent raw data, calibration or43

sampling method.44
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1 Introduction45

Benford’s Law, also known as the Newcomb-Benford Law (NBL) [Newcomb, 1881;46

Benford, 1938], prescribes the probability distribution of the first digit of numbers from47

large sequences under conditions (see Berger & Hill [2021] and refs. therein) that can in-48

clude scale and base invariance [Pietronero et al,, 2001], aggregation, and the absence of a49

cut-off [Nigrini, 2000]. Products of random samples from continuous distributions converge50

to the NBL [Hill, 1995]. The NBL gives the probability of digit 𝑑 being the first digit of a51

standard form number in the sequence as 𝑃(𝑑) = log10 ( 𝑑+1
𝑑
), so that digits 𝑑 = 1 and 2 oc-52

cur at around 30.1% and 17.61% of the time, respectively, whereas 𝑑 = 9 occurs only 4.58%53

of the time. Benford [1938] demonstrated it in a wide range of domains including physical54

constants and physical and societal data. It has been found to apply in a broad range of obser-55

vations of physical systems [Sambridge et al., 2010] and in the social [Mir, 2012; Pietronero56

et al,, 2001], and biological [Pröger et al., 2021] sciences. In particular, it has been proposed57

as a means to detect ’anomalies’, that is, changes in time sequences of data, for example pro-58

viding a means to detect earthquakes [Diaz et al., 2014; Sambridge et al., 2010].59

In common with studies across the geophysical sciences, the study of space plasma60

physics and the climatology of space weather [Pulkkinen, 2007] requires long term space61

and ground-based observations. Magnetic field observations, both from satellites in-situ62

and from ground based magnetometers, are an essential component of the modelling and63

prediction of space weather. Geophysical data is often multipoint in character, with several64

hundred station observations sampling time-varying fields across the earth’s surface. It is65

common practice across the geosciences to construct indices that capture relevant aspects66

of a multipoint-sampled spatial field, that is, indices based for example on the average, the67

variance, a threshold crossing, or an extremum across multiple station data.68

An observation of a plasma parameter such as the magnetic field, either in-situ in space,69

or on the ground, includes various stages of processing of the raw data, involving calibration,70

removing offsets or background fields, coordinate rotation, and interpolation onto a com-71

mon, uniform time-base. Geomagnetic indices are derived by combining data from multiple72

ground based magnetometer stations. The physical processes underlying these observations73

are also often aggregating, or multiplicative processes such as mixing and turbulence. Given74

sufficient dynamic range, and in the absence of a cut-off, the NBL might be expected to be75

followed by both solar wind parameters and geomagnetic indices, at least to some precision.76

The station locations, instrumentation, calibration and processing required to derive77

observed parameters naturally change with time. This suggests the potential for the NBL to78

provide a flag that indicates that changes have occurred in the details of how long-term obser-79

vations and indices are derived. In this Letter we will test this idea: that quite subtle changes80

in the derivation of a parameter or index can be reflected in a statistically significant change81

in how closely the final data product or index follows the NBL, without any information on82

the details of how the data product or index was derived.83

We will examine how well the first digit distribution of key space weather parameters84

and indices follow the NBL over time. The solar wind upstream magnetic field has been ob-85

served in-situ around L1 since the 1960s [Papitashvili et al., 2020] by a succession of satel-86

lites. Comparable 1 minute data is available for the auroral AE [Davis & Sugiura, 1966],87

SME [Newell and Gjerloev, 2011] and ring current SMR [Newell & Gjerloev, 2012] geo-88

magnetic indices from 1981. AE and SME have different baseline subtraction procedures but89

are both extremal in the sense that they are both comprised of data from the stations with the90

largest deflections, whereas SMR is based on a multi-station average. Since 1981, the num-91

ber of stations comprising AE has not changed over time. The number of stations that com-92

prise SME and SMR has increased by over an order of magnitude, and some more recent sta-93

tions have different instrumentation. We will see that in some cases, quite small changes in94

the data underlying these parameters and indices can be detected simply by changes in how95

closely the parameter or index follows the NBL. It should be emphasised that the closeness96
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to which a quantity follows the NBL is not an indicator of relative quality or precision per-se.97

Rather, it offers an indicator that there has been a change in the underlying raw observations98

and the process by which the final parameter or index is derived.99

This Letter is organised as follows. In section 2, we describe the datasets and iden-100

tify the most efficient method to estimate the fit-parameter which quantifies the precision to101

which the NBL is followed by a finite length sequence of data. In section 3, we estimate the102

fit parameter over the full records of the OMNI High Resolution Interplanetary Magnetic103

Field (IMF), and the AE, SME and SMR geomagnetic indices. We conclude in section 4.104

2 Methods105

2.1 The datasets106

A series of solar wind monitors located at the L1 point upstream of the Earth have pro-107

vided solar wind parameters almost continually since the 1960s. We will consider the Inter-108

planetary Magnetic Field (IMF) for the time interval [1981 - 2021] inclusive at 1 minute res-109

olution as extracted from NASA/GSFC’s Modified (Level-3) High Resolution OMNI (HRO)110

data set through OMNIWeb [Papitashvili et al., 2020]. The parameters are interpolated onto111

a uniform timebase and mapped to the Earth’s bow shock nose. The HRO 1 minute reso-112

lution IMF is derived from observations from a series of satellites, and from 1st January113

1995 there was a transition from IMP8 only to IMP8, WIND and later, other satellites such114

as ACE. The data processing method was also modified in 1995.115

Auroral indices are designed to monitor the high latitude ionospheric electrojets. The116

Auroral Electrojet (AE) is the difference between the Auroral Upper (AU) and the Auroral117

Lower (AL) indices [Davis & Sugiura, 1966]. AU and AL are derived from the 1 minute res-118

olution GSM 𝑒 field component from one of 12 high latitude ground based magnetometer119

stations in the northern hemisphere. The index takes the value of the data from the stations120

which at that instant have the largest positive (AU) and largest negative (AL) deflection. Re-121

cently, a SuperMAG [Gjerloev, 2012] analog of AE, SME, has been derived from the full set122

of available stations between +40 and +80 degrees in latitude [Newell and Gjerloev, 2011].123

We will consider AE for the interval [1981-2018] inclusive and SME for the interval [1981-124

2021] inclusive.125

Ring-current indices are based on averages over multiple low-latitude station observa-126

tions. Our study relies on a statistical analysis, therefore rather than focus on the 1 hour time127

resolution DST index [Sugiura, 1964], we will consider the 1 minute resolution SuperMAG128

[Gjerloev, 2012] ring-current index SMR [Newell & Gjerloev, 2012]. SMR is derived from129

all available magnetometer stations within ±50 degrees of latitude. Following a latitudinal130

correction, the GSM �̂� displacement is first averaged over stations within four 6 hour wide131

local time windows to give the SMR-00, SMR-06, SMR-12 and SMR-18 local indices. These132

four local indices are then averaged to give SMR. We consider 1 minute SMR for the interval133

[1981-2021] inclusive.134

Studies of the variations caused by electric currents flowing in the ionosphere and135

magnetosphere require a subtraction of the dominant and slowly varying Earth main field136

from the constituent magnetometer observations. The AE index baseline is determined from137

identified quietest days [Davis & Sugiura, 1966], whereas the SuperMAG indices employ138

an automated procedure that removes the yearly trend as well as daily variation [Gjerloev,139

2012]. The number of stations comprising the AE index does not change over the interval140

that we will consider here. The SME and SMR indices draw upon a set of SuperMAG col-141

lated stations where there is an increase in the number, and changes to the type, of stations142

over time. Taken together, these index time-series provide a test-bed to see which of these143

changes in their construction can be detected solely by comparison with the NBL.144
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Our analysis will also utilize yearly mean total sunspot number (SSN) and dates of145

solar maxima and minima provided by SILSO.146

Our analysis is a statistical comparison between the distribution of first digits of obser-147

vations from intervals within these data records and the distribution predicted by the NBL.148

An optimal sample over which to estimate first digit distributions is 1 year, since it is (i)149

long enough to provide a statistically significant sample (at 1 minute resolution, 525600 data150

points, 527040 data points in a leap year, assuming no data gaps); (ii) is a sufficiently long151

time interval for the system to explore its full dynamics (quiet times, substorms and storms)152

and (iii) is a timescale which is short compared to the 11 year cycle of solar activity and153

long-term changes in how the parameters and indices are constructed. Any given year-long154

sample may contain data gaps, and we also exclude records that read zero; uncertainties on155

these variable length samples are obtained from boostrap resampling of the data as described156

below.157

2.2 Testing for the Newcomb-Benford Law158

There has been considerable debate as to the optimal fit parameter that quantifies the159

precision to which the numbers in a sequence of data obey the NBL [Durtschi et al., 2004;160

Druicá et al., 2018]. We first perform a systematic comparison of the four most commonly161

used estimators for the NBL goodness of fit parameter \ in order to select that which has the162

best performance. Using notation that the leading digit takes the value 𝑖 = 1..9 and has a163

theoretical occurrence frequency 𝑇𝑖 from the NBL and an observed occurrence frequency 𝑂𝑖164

in the data sequence, the four methods are as follows:165

Normalised Distance from Observed Data (NDOD):166

\𝑁𝐷𝑂𝐷 =

9∑︁
𝑖=1

|𝑇𝑖 −𝑂𝑖 |
𝑇𝑖

(1)

the Chi-squared test (Chi):167

\𝐶ℎ𝑖2 =

9∑︁
𝑖=1

(𝑇𝑖 −𝑂𝑖)2

𝑇𝑖
(2)

the Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD):168

\𝑀𝐴𝐷 =

9∑︁
𝑖=1

∥𝑂𝑖 − 𝑇𝑖 ∥
𝑁 · 9

(3)

and the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE):169

\𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

√√√ 9∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑇2
𝑖
−𝑂2

𝑖

𝑇2
𝑖

(4)

We assess the performance of these four tests by considering the Fibonacci sequence, which170

closely obeys the NBL [Washington, 1981]. We calculate the fit parameter \ for the leading171

digit of the first 𝑁 values of the Fibonacci sequence, where 𝑁 = [10, 200, 500, 1000, 10000, 100000, 525600].172

This provides a lower bound for \ as a function of the length of the data record to be tested173

for each of the four estimators. The left panel of Figure 1 overplots the 1st digit distribution174

for the Fibonacci sequence of 𝑁 = 525600 on the NBL prediction and the right panel plots175

the fit parameter \ obtained using the different estimators as a function of 𝑁 . We can see that176

the MAD and Chi-squared estimators have higher sensitivity, that is, a larger dynamic range177

with varying 𝑁 . We will use the MAD estimator here. The MAD lower bound on the fit pa-178

rameter (estimated from the Fibonacci sequence) for a sequence that is the length to be tested179

here, that is, 1 year of minute observations or N=525600, is \ ≈ 10−9.180
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Figure 1. Left: the first digit distribution of the first 525600 numbers in the Fibonacci sequence (blue line)
overplotted on the NBL distribution (red circles). Right: fit parameter of a finite Fibonacci sequence plotted
as a function of length of the sequence for four estimators: NDD (blue), Chi-squared(yellow), MAD (green)
and RMSE (red).

For the data analysis to follow, we will estimate 95% confidence intervals for the fit pa-181

rameter \ using the stationary bootstrap [Politis & Romano, 1994] to randomly resample the182

data intervals. The bootstrap method estimates uncertainties by randomly resampling from183

the data multiple times. It provides a reliable uncertainty estimate under conditions of weak184

stationarity, and where the sample means form a stable distribution. The optimal length of185

the bootstrapping block was obtained using the method outlined in [Politis & White, 2004].186

The stationary bootstrap and block length selection algorithm were implemented using the187

python library arch [Sheppard, 2021]. The Python function arch.bootstrap.StationaryBootstrap.conf_int,188

used to calculate the confidence interval, required the following inputs: seed, number of189

bootstrap replications, method, size, and sampling which we set to the following values, re-190

spectively: 66, 1000, "basic" (also known as empirical bootstrap), 0.95, nonparametric. We191

checked the validity of the bootstrap estimates by examining the distribution of the fit pa-192

rameter obtained from the bootstrap re-samples. We have discarded estimates of the confi-193

dence interval where the distribution of the fit parameter for the bootstrap re-samples was not194

single-peaked, as well as where the confidence interval did not converge.195

3 Results196

3.1 Solar wind Interplantary Magnetic Field at L1197

The HRO IMF dataset provides a test case to see if the NBL can detect changes in198

instrumentation and processing of observations for observational time series. We use the199

MAD estimator (eq. 3) to obtain the fit parameter for non-overlapping year-long samples of200

1 minute resolution HRO IMF. Figure 2 plots the resulting fit parameters \ for IMF GSE x,y,201

and z components, along with 95% confidence intervals. The NBL is followed quite closely,202

\ < 10−4 across almost the entire record. However the precision to which the NBL is fol-203

lowed progressively improves in the first 5 years of the record then is flat until 1995, where204

there is a step-change improvement (lower value) in the fit parameter of over a factor of three,205

which significantly exceeds the 95% confidence intervals. The fit parameter is constant there-206

after.207

In 1995 there was change in the contributing satellites to OMNI HRO and to the pro-208

cessing procedure209
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( https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/html/HROdocum.html see also [Alterman, 2022]). Prior210

to 1995, the underlying observations were from IMP8 only, post 1995, they also included211

WIND and later ACE. The availability of WIND and ACE also resulted in fewer data gaps212

per year from on average, 75% of the data entries before 1995 to 8.7% after 1995; this is re-213

flected in smaller bootstrap estimated uncertainties post 1995.214

Another factor that could affect the precision to which the first digit distribution of the215

data follows the NBL is the dynamic range explored by the underlying observations. In-216

creased dynamic range could improve the NBL fit precision, which might be expected to217

come into play during active intervals of the solar cycle. To investigate this, we overplotted218

on Figure 2 the yearly mean total sunspot number and we can see that the precision to which219

the NBL is followed is not sensitive to the overall level of activity.220

Figure 2. The MAD-estimated fit parameter \ (left ordinate) for solar wind IMF GSE 𝑥 (red), �̂� (green) and
𝑧 (blue) components, estimated for 1 year non-overlapping samples, with bootstrap 95% confidence limits,
are plotted versus time. Smaller fit parameter values indicate closer correspondence to the NBL first digit
distribution. Yearly averages of daily sunspot number (right ordinate) is plotted (black), error bars denote the
standard deviation for that year.

3.2 Geomagnetic indices221

Geomagnetic indices are derived from observations from individual magnetometer222

stations. Before considering geomagnetic indices, we first investigated how closely the data223

from individual magnetometer stations follow the NBL. Some sample values for the NBL fit224

parameter of year-long samples of GSM magnetometer data with SuperMAG baseline sub-225

traction are: Pebek [2014], �̂� component: \ = 1.22×10−6; Yellowknife [2001], 𝑒 component:226

\ = 1.24 × 10−7; Abisko [1990], 𝑧 component \ = 2.06 × 10−7. Given that the underly-227

ing magnetometer data follows the NBL, we would expect geomagnetic indices to follow it228

also to some precision. The AE and SME auroral indices are essentially comprised of data229

taken from the pair of ground stations that at any time observe the maximum (positive and230

negative) magnetic field deflections. SMR on the other hand is a multi-station average.231

Estimates of the NBL fit parameter \ from non-overlapping year-long samples are plot-232

ted in Figure 3 for the SME, AE and SMR indices, with 95% confidence limits. The figure233

examines the effect on SME and SMR of changing station number and coverage and changes234
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in class of magnetometer. The figure also examines the effect of different baseline removal in235

construction of the index by comparing SME and AE.236

Panel (a) of Figure 3 plots the overall coverage provided by the ground based mag-237

netometers collated by SuperMAG. For each year we sum over the fraction of the year that238

each station is taking data to obtain the total operating station-years, so that if 𝑚 stations239

were taking data for the entire year, this would give 𝑚 operating station-years. Colours dis-240

criminate a subset of stations which were introduced after 2003 which use a different class241

of magnetometer, these are Magstar, CARISMA, McMac, and THEMIS project operated242

stations coded as R, C, M and T in the SuperMAG catalog [Gjerloev, 2009, 2012]. The cov-243

erage from all other stations are indicated by grey in panel (a) of Figure 3. The SuperMAG244

collated stations then provide a test dataset to see if the NBL is sensitive to (i) an increase in245

station number but no change in class of magnetometer, as occurs before 2003 and (ii) the246

inclusion of a different class of magnetometer as occurs after 2003. Figure 3 panel (b) then247

plots the NBL parameter \ for the SME index derived from all available SuperMAG stations248

(green) overplotted on the NBL parameter for SME constructed excluding the R, C, M and249

T stations (blue), that is, just including all ’other’ stations (indicated in grey in top panel).250

The Figure then shows that increasing the number of stations, that is, the spatial coverage, for251

stations of the same magnetometer class, does not change the NBL fit parameter: there is no252

change in the NBL fit parameter between the early record, and 1996-2002, over which period253

the number of magnetometers has increased by an order of magnitude. However, after 2005254

there is a statistically significant divergence between the NBL for SME for the full set of sta-255

tions (which now include the R, C. M and T stations), and with the R, C, M and T stations256

excluded.257

Panel (c) of Figure 3 plots the NBL fit parameter for the AE index which is comprised258

of a fixed number of stations during this interval. In the first half of the AE data record there259

is a statistically significant correlation between the NBL fit parameter and the variation in260

the SSN over stronger solar cycles 22 (maximum in 1989) and 23 (maximum in 2001), it is261

less evident evident over weaker cycle 24. For SME, there is no statistically significant solar262

cycle variation in the NBL fit parameter over cycles 22 and 23. The AE index baseline is263

determined from identified quietest days [Davis & Sugiura, 1966], whereas the SuperMAG264

indices do not use the concept of quietest days, instead, an automated procedure that removes265

the yearly trend as well as daily variation is employed [Gjerloev, 2012]. The AE baseline266

will therefore track the overall level of geomagnetic activity in a different manner to SME. If267

the quietest days around strong solar maxima are more active than the quietest days around268

solar minima, then a baseline determined from those most quietest days will in turn track269

the yearly averaged SSN. During active years, a raised baseline would then act as a low-end270

cut-off which would increase the value of the NBL fit parameter. It should be emphasised271

that both the AE and SME records follow the NBL to high precision; changes in the NBL fit272

parameter are nevertheless sensitive to quite small changes in the underlying magnetometers273

and in the baselines used.274

The NBL fit parameter for SMR is plotted in panel (d) of Figure 3, alongside the yearly275

averaged SSN and the total number of SuperMAG constituent stations. The SMR fit param-276

eter is essentially constant within the bootstrap 95% confidence intervals. This suggests that277

the NBR fit parameter of an average over many stations is less sensitive to changes in its con-278

stituent data, in this case, the inclusion of different instrumentation post 2006.279

4 Conclusions280

The Newcomb-Benford Law (NBL) prescribes the probability distribution of the first281

digit of standard form number sequences under conditions which include aggregation (the282

values arise from multiple operations) scale and base invariance, and the absence of strong283

truncation. Long-term parameters and indices are in widespread use across the geosciences284
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and the constituent instrumentation and construction methodology will necessarily change285

over time; we have investigated how the NBL can be used to flag these changes.286

We explored the precision to which the NBL is followed by long-term parameters and287

indices that are central to the monitoring of space weather. We considered non-overlapping288

yearly samples of the solar wind interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) monitored at L1, and289

the AE, SME and SMR geomagnetic indices available at minute resolution over multiple290

solar cycles. Our results are as follows:291

1. The OMNI (HRO) IMF, and indices AE, SME and SMR all follow the NBL to high292

precision (fit parameter \ ∼ 10−6).293

2. A change in the NBL fit parameter \ for the OMNI high resolution IMF parameter294

occurs when the data source changes from IMP8 to include data from other spacecraft295

such as WIND and ACE and the processing method was modified.296

3. The SMR index which averages over multiple ground-based magnetometer timeseries,297

follows the NBL to a consistent precision across changing solar activity, a ten-fold298

increase in the number of stations comprising the index, and the introduction of differ-299

ent classes of constituent magnetometer.300

4. A change in the NBL fit parameter for the SME auroral index occurs when there is a301

change in the class of constituent magnetometer but not when the number of the same302

class of stations increases.303

5. Unlike the SME index, the AE index follows the NBL to a precision that tracks the304

relatively strong SSN variation of solar cycles 22 and 23, consistent with the latter305

using a baseline determined fom geomagnetically quietest days.306

These results have practical implications for the design and use of long-term parame-307

ters and indices. We have examined geophysical parameters and indices which in all cases308

follow the NBL to high precision. Quite subtle changes in the underlying instrumentation309

and differences in the subtracted baseline can be detected by the NBL in long-term records310

of parameters (here, the IMF) and in indices that select single time-series from the set of sta-311

tions (here, auroral indices). The latter may also be expected to apply to indices that select312

on a high threshold, again being comprised of a few timeseries selected from the set of ob-313

serving stations. In all these cases, the NBL could provide a data flag that would indicate to314

the user that further investigation is needed in how a long-term parameter or index is utilised.315

Such a data flag would be informative without any detailed knowledge of how the parameter316

or index is constructed, important since parameters and indices are designed for widespread317

application as benchmarks of activity. The NBL is not sensitive to changes in the construc-318

tion of indices that average or aggregate over many stations (here, ring current indices), con-319

sistent with the aggregating process driving the data records towards closer correspondence320

to the NBL.321

We have found that how closely the NBL first digit distribution is followed is sensi-322

tive to changes in how parameters and indices are constructed. This is distinct from tracking323

physical changes in the system that they are designed to parameterize. The NBL fit param-324

eter does not track the variation in activity (smoothed SSN), of the last four solar cycles in325

the IMF at L1, in SME or SMR. The distribution of solar wind parameters do show solar326

cycle variation [Tindale & Chapman, 2016] and the top few percent of the data records of327

both AE and SMR also track the solar cycle [Bergin et al., 2022]. Auroral indices such as328

AE and SME sample the ground magnetic perturbations from high-latitude current systems,329

the largest of which are the auroral electrojets. Auroral electrojet intensity tracks the solar330

cycle [Smith et al., 2017] and will have a maximum possible intensity, this is seen in auro-331

ral indices [Nakamura et al, 2015]. The electrojets are geographically localized, so that as332

the number of SME stations is increased, it is more likely that a station will be located in the333

vicinity of the maximum ground magnetic deflection. It has indeed been shown that the AE334

record systematically undersamples when compared to SME for later solar cycles [Bergin et335

al., 2020] as the number of stations comprising SME has increased. This change is not seen336
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in the NBL fit parameter; for SME it does not change as the number of constituent stations is337

increased over an order of magnitude.338
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Figure 3. Panel (a): Stack plot of the coverage (total operating station-years) for different classes of Super-
MAG stations. A different class of instrumentation is introduced after 2003, colours indicate specific Super-
MAG station classifications. Panel (b): Left ordinate refers to the NBL fit parameter \ for non-overlapping
yearly samples of the SME index. Green circles plot \ for SME derived from all stations overplotted on blue
circles which plot \ for SME derived excluding R, C, M and T group stations. Panel (c) Left ordinate refers to
the NBL fit parameter \ for non-overlapping yearly samples of the AE index (green circles). The fit parameter
is not plotted for years 1988 and 1989 where there are significant data gaps in AE. Panel (d) Left ordinate
refers to the NBL fit parameter \ for non-overlapping yearly samples of the SMR index (green circles). On
panels (b-d), error bars plot bootstrap estimated 95% confidence interval uncertainties on the NBL fit param-
eter. The right ordinate refers to the yearly averaged SSN (black line), and in panels (b) and (d), to the annual
mean number of all SuperMAG stations that operate within each year (red line).
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